DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT RELEASE AND WAIVER
I represent and warrant that I have been thoroughly trained in all skydiving and
equipment-testing activities (Skydiving).
I understand and acknowledge that Skydiving is inherently dangerous and that
no amount of care, caution, instruction or expertise can eliminate all risk.
I release and discharge NZ Aerosports Limited, and their respective employees
and representatives and all other skydiving equipment manufacturers and their
employees/representatives (Suppliers), from every liability claim, demand and
cause of action that I may have against the Suppliers for any loss, damage,
death or injury arising out of my participation in Skydiving, including but not
limited to, losses caused by the negligence of the Suppliers.
I expressly and voluntarily assume all risk of death or personal injury sustained
while participating in Skydiving, whether or not caused by the negligence of the
Suppliers.
I undertake that neither I, nor my personal representatives, will:
– commence any legal proceedings relating to the use of equipment to which I
will be attached while Skydiving; or
– make any claim against the Suppliers for product liability, failure to warn,
negligence, breach of warranty or breach of contract, regardless of whether my
loss is alleged to result from the fault or negligence of the Suppliers.
I agree that I will be responsible for any damage to, or loss of, the demonstration
equipment supplied to me as stated in “THE RULES” by the Suppliers.

THE RULES:
1. You lose it, you own it.
2. You damage it, you pay for the repair.(Fair wear and tear is expected).
3. Return shipping costs are at your expense and if lost in transit, see rule 1.
4. Waiver must be signed and returned before canopy will be provided to you.
5. Use it at your own risk. You assume all responsibility for the safe use of the
product and acknowledge that Downward Trend and NZ Aerosports have provided
you this product in an airworthy condition and are not responsible for any damage
or injury incurred during use.
6. Have fun!

Print Name:________________________________
Signed:_______________________________
Date:__________________

